Business Continuity
and Resilience
Businesses must be prepared for ‘What if things go wrong!’. Robust and
tested business continuity plans are essential in any business. Often
overlooked, business continuity and resilience plans can prevent serious
reputational and financial damage.
Intelligent planning allows your business to
absorb future shocks and stresses to any or all
of the following:

You need to be confident your business has a
robust foundation so to be able to deal with any
situation placed in front of your business.

•
•
•
•

Failure to invest in business continuity and
resilience is failure to invest in the future. Many
businesses suffer long lasting effects or simply
fail as a direct result of lack of investment in
continuity and resilience.

Social infrastructure
Economic stability
Technical systems
Business infrastructure

It allows the business to maintain essential
functions, structures, systems, profits, and
identity.

The key management processes:

Why business continuity and resilience?
Business continuity provides organisations with
the ability to plan and quickly adapt to
disruptions whilst maintaining:
•
•
•
•

Continuous business operations
Safeguarding people
Protecting assets
Securing brand equity

Risk management
Incident and crisis management
Business continuity
Business resilience

The outcomes:
•

Business continuity and resilience is a
fundamental part of the Nexus Protect
offering, especially as you grow internationally.

www.nexus-protect.com

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provides your business a solid
foundation
Protects the value in your business
Mitigates fiscal impact
Provides business and investor
confidence

+44 (0) 8454 631 072

protect@nexus-global.co.uk

Business Continuity
and Resilience
Business continuity is about building and improving resilience in your business. It’s about identifying
your key products and services and the most urgent activities that underpin them. Business continuity
is about devising plans and strategies that will enable you to continue your business operations and
enable you to recover quickly and effectively from any type of disruption, whatever its size or cause and
prevent serious reputational and financial damage.
Risk management — It is crucial that a
business understands, analyses and addresses
its risks. The identification, assessment, and
prioritisation of risks with a coordinated and
economical application of resources will,
minimise impact, monitor the situation, and
control the probability and/or impact of
unfortunate events going forward. Lack of risk
management has the opposite effect and can
result in catastrophic failure.
Holistic approach — The development of business continuity and resilience plans in not just
a board level process. Intelligent organisations
need to include the full range of departments,
suppliers and clients when considering its
continuity processes.
Consider the impact an incident or crisis in
your business. Will it affect you? Then consider
that it need not have occurred at all.
You also need to be able to look outside of the
usual day-to-day business operations to ensure
that everything has been taken into
consideration!

Key personnel — have you identified the
personnel to act upon an incident and or crisis?
•
•
•
•
•

Do you have a ‘substitutes bench’?
Are roles defined?
What training they received?
Are they available when an incident occurs?
What is your plan?

Although key personnel are important when
considering the make-up of your incident and
crisis management team, what you must take
more care on is the role itself, always
considering:
•
•
•
•

The responsibilities
The training
The testing of the plans
Stretch the plan and include larger team to
ensure continuity!

Planning and testing — are you confident in
your organisations response during an incident
or crisis? Will the procedures and resources
work in a real crisis?

Call us now on +44 (0)8454 631 072 and see how we can
help protect your business, your employees
and your assets.
www.nexus-protect.com
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